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1.0: Project Overview 
 

1.1: Game Concept Pitch 
 

Shrine of the Beast is a 2-Demensional platformer with multiple puzzle components. 
Explore a world experiencing the ramifications of a dying light source, venture through a 
captivating atmosphere and discover the secrets entwined within the world itself. Traverse 
the desolation of civilizations long dead and fend against an environment that seeks you 
the very essence of your soul. Find strength in dismay and the will to break the barriers in 
your way. Answer lingering questions with the convictions of your actions. Seek solace at 
the brink of eternal darkness.  
 
 

1.2: Platform 

 

This game will be available to play on Personal Computers. At this point in time this is the 
only platform we will be able to support.  
 
 

1.3: Genre 
 

Shrine of the Beast is a 2-Dimensional puzzle based platformer with various cinematic aspects 
to enforce the atmospheric nature of the world. There will also apply a narrative to the game 
to offer the consumer a reasonable causation to play our game. 
 
 

1.4: Players 
 

Shrine of the Beast will only contain one playable character. We believe this will generate the 
best experience for the player especially considering the lore and narrative based story 
functions that will be implemented during the game. The significance of engaging one person 
will be paramount to our success.  
 
 

1.5: Target Audience  
 

We seek to primarily target ages 16-20 with Shrine of the Beast, although we hope our 
content is enticing enough to those beyond those age groups. We believe this will allow us to 
exchange some of our knowledge effectively to others while also offering a fun, engaging and 
challenging experience. This is not to mention the momentous benefits of being capable of 
exploring themes which do not appeal to younger audiences.    
 
 

 
 
 



1.6: Purpose 

 

Our desired result is to encapsulate the user with an enjoyable and challenging experience by 
offering them a vast array of cinematic lore-driven puzzles in the form of a 2-Dimensional 
platformer. Through these means we want to acquire satisfactory results from the 
consumers.  
 
Engaging in our community is perhaps the most valuable response to our purpose. We, as 
creators want to engage in a mutual trust with our consumers, where we are able to work 
with both criticism and praise in order to establish greater experiences. To enhance this 
framework is to improve our abilities to depict the experiences we seek to offer the world. 
 
We hope through the knowledge discovered in this game we can aspire to greater heights.  
 
 
1.7: Marketing 
 

We do not currently strive to market the game in any shape or form until we have a demo 
version of the game available to play for free. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
2.0: Game Overview 
 

2.1: Lore 
 

‘Shrine of the Beast’  
 

We remember our inheritance, of light and of dark… 
 
At the genesis of the world, two primal attributes formed the constitution of our known 
universe. 
 
One was withheld in translucent light; a radiant aperture that sought to expose the premise 
of life itself. The other opposed these ideals; a beast enslaved in dark whose existence 
recoiled amongst the ebb and flow of the deep abyss; an entwining shadow.  
 
Initially, hopeful and endearing the celestial light searched for company amongst the forsaken 
abyss unaware of the shadow that wandered amongst the absolving dark. Disparity would 
however never come; it would tread eternity to no avail until it eventually faltered into an 
eternal slumber.   
 
Hope long diminished from the universe itself, time would become a bleak decaying motion 
felt by both primal bodies. 
 
Lost amongst the vacant universe the celestial light shred its will to flourish, in an endless 
decay it discovered reason for damnation; reason to subside into the dark. Eventually its 
flame would dwindle and light would cease to exist. Enduring this victory the shadows roots 
spread deeper as they bargained their reach ever onwards. The abyss was eventually only 
limited by the mere flame of light, a lingering beacon in decline.  
 
Those times were bleak. The suffering was slow but sufficient; its grasp a desperate pain. 
 
Wallowed in despair the beast found reason to relent against the dismay: loneliness. Its 
shackles, an extension of its despair, weighed it down as it stumbled closer to the dying light. 
The cold chilling embrace no longer comforting, the beast moved closer to the warmth 
granted by the ember. Trembling and driven by empathy, the beast bore the distance.  
 
The beast lay next to depleting warmth; its eyes loomed in fascination as the flames 
regressively danced away. And there it waited, in silence, trembling ever so softly. Time 
slowly pressed on as the flame continued to succumb to the dark.  
 
The universe was dying, its core depleted and sworn to silence. Isolated yet again, the beast – 
encompassed by sorrow - cried out in dire defeat to the flickering light; a desperate plea. Like 
a rippling tide, the sound fluctuated into the depths of existence. Its frail whimpers echoed in 
the hopes the light may find reason to shine once more.  



 
 
And in this moment, the celestial light woke; igniting with unyielding fires it reclaimed the 
dark. The plea devoured and burned in anguish. Engulfed in agony the beast unable to expel 
the smouldering flames fell, never to rise again. 
 
Its body was sent astray, and at a distance it remained. Observing the remains of the beast, 
the light wept ever so softly. And that is where they stayed, together, in life and death. 
 

--- 
 
Eras passed as the light, like a sentinel watched over the decaying corpse of a long lost hope.  
 
The bones eventually mended into mountains, infused with a luminous glow (The aftermath 
of burning); these peaks became the light of night, like spires they ventured into the void 
beyond the planets core. Terraforming from the remnants of the dead, fragments of the 
beast where crafted into life.  
 
This was the foundation of our existence. 
--- 

 
Lore examples (Possible descriptions of the world itself and its inherent history):  
 
“The sun fostered a tomb; a shrine to adore. A reminder of the destruction found in suffering.  
In time, the Beast would eventually spread itself, Passed down to forms in fragments it would 
continue to exist. Insufferable to flame, they would be.”  
 
“The Beast called out to the dying Light, Tormented in isolation it sought hope in warmth, however, 
unable to adapt to the light the beast perished. This disaster eventually birthed prosperity in the form 
of bones.” 

 
 

2.2: Story  

 
The plot of the game is inherently founded in the lore of the universe. The player embodies an avatar 
which reflects a small shard of the once Beast’s soul. Nothing is known by the character; however, in 
the ages of evolution, the creatures created by the death of the Beast are facing a dilemma as the Sun 
of their planet is slowly dying once again. The days are growing darker as the world recedes back into 
decay. 
 
As the player struggles against the innate challenges produced by the world and its inhabitants they 
will acquire knowledge (This information is distributed through objects/locations found in the world) 
of their surroundings and eventually gather the fragments of the Beasts soul to either revive it in an 
attempt of saving the universe from dark or unmake the light and expand the abyss.  

 
 

 
 



2.3: Characters 

 

We wish to expand upon the lore’s centralized ideals, and to comprehensively depict this 
layer of the narrative we plan on creating a “beast”-like avatar to fulfil the role of being a 
fragment of the former Beast known from the lore itself. This simplistically supports the 
already structured layout of the game which will hopefully further our already apparent 
believability traits to the consumer. 
 
 

2.4: Environment 
 

The utmost important instance of the environment are the bones; the underlying foundation 
of the world itself. These are not to be over-expressed but represented in such a way that 
they mend eloquently with the world building. Like a reminder they serve to inform the 
player of the history of the world. 
 
Environmentally, the world is largely a mixture between earth, water and developing 
plantation. The world is in a changing state – as the sun continues to vanish – the land itself, 
everything within its binding is slowly decaying.  
 
The primary setting for this game however will exist in overgrown rocky terrains (such as 
caves, mountains) that exhibit a vertical (ascending and descending) momentum. We want to 
incorporate both a living and dying aesthetic to the world which aptly reflects the ever closing 
fate of the world itself. Furthermore, added to the world are the ruins of civilizations that 
have long fallen; the added depth to the world will help convey an old-developing 
perspective. We want the player to experience these divides constantly, to subconsciously 
articulate the worlds’ age. 
 
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2.5: Level Overview(s) 
 

The established concept of level design has specifically held a verticality preference over the 
normalised horizontal scrolling displayed in most 2D platformers. By specifying this we seek 
to create an upwards or downwards momentum experience by the player – as if they are 
actually moving throughout the world itself.  
 
Primary movements and ‘power-ups’ item movements will be considered greatly when 
completing the level design. We aim to have small aspects of ‘power-ups’ movements 
highlighted for the player to advance or explore later on but stress a focus around the core 
mechanics offered by the game. By offering the player more choice in how they approach 
situations they will be able to experience the game the way they want to rather than being 
boxed into a singular linear path.  
 
The player will endure changing dynamics as they traverse the world. With the inclusion of 
movable objects the players will be capable of advancing through different areas. This shift 
ability to manipulate your surroundings is an inherent part of the puzzle itself.  
 
Another part of our level focus will be on traps; this is specifically to make the game more 
challenging. We want players to align thoughts with their actions in such a way to deal with 
the barriers between progression and defeat. 
  
 

2.6: Additional Content  
 

At the end of the game, the user will be given an extra option on the Main Screen, that being 
additional content. This will provide details of the lore and other aspects of development and 
offer the player a look into the production of our game.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3.0: Gameplay 
 

3.1: Movement / Combat 
 

There will be no combat orientated focus; instead we aspire to exploit fundamental 
movement functionality. The basis behind this decision is to depict the player character as an 
inferior part of the universe. By detaching these features we seek to enhance the puzzle-
driven structure of the game. 
 
The player character will be capable of standard platformer movements, being able to 
traverse left and right along platforms. The avatar is also allowed to jump - with jump 
direction predetermined by player’s movement before the jump key is pressed. Moreover, 
the character will be capable of falling through specific objects of the environment. In 
addition to these capabilities the player will be able to increase their movement speed by a 
predetermined amount, allowing faster level traversal and slightly increasing the jump 
distance allowed. 
 
Player movement will be physics based, with buttons applying vector forces to the character 
allowing for smooth acceleration and a wider variety of travel directions for jumps. This will 
be capped by a maximum velocity variable, which will be increased through the use of the 
shift key. This movement method may require refinement depending on gameplay aesthetics. 
The player will have a variety of obstacles to overcome. These will include stationary and 
moving traps that will damage the player on colliding with them as well as traps that will fire 
a projectile at the player or in a set direction on activation due to proximity or a set timer. 
Upon taking damage in any of the floors, the player character will die and respawn back at 
that floor’s respawn point (perhaps add to the timer). Damage will occur with collision with 
any of the traps. 
 
The basic movements proposed are: 
 

      Move left/right (left/right arrow or A/D keys) 

 Jump (space, up arrow or W key) 

 Drop through passable platform (down key or S key) 

 Sprint (shift key) 

 Interaction key (Ctrl or E) 
o Switch On / Off 
o Pull / Push 
o Pick-up Item 
o Toggle Display 

 
 

 
 
 
 



3.2: Traps 
 

There will be multiple types of traps compiled within the environment. These traps will 
damage the player; with this aspect added to the main game it will generate a more 
developed layer of difficulty to the player. 
 
Types of traps will include: 
 

 Stationary Traps (unmovable) 

 Proximity Based Projectiles 

 Time Based Projectiles   
 

 Potential Mechanics:  
 

 Possibly for the end game, one level could contain a time limit in which water (or a 
liquid of some kind) rises through the level, meaning the player must stay ahead of 
the clock while completing puzzle. 

 
 

3.3: Power-ups 
 

In addition to the usual movements the player will be able to use different power-up items at 
their discretion. This will act as a fun or indeed significant way to tackle certain puzzles. The 
player is offered multiple ways to progress through any one given level, by doing this we seek 
to give the player more control over how the complete tasks. 
 
The basic power-up’s proposed are: 
 

 Airborne (Double Jump) 

 Relentless Grasp (Push and Pull) 

 Time Drainer (Slows time) 

 Force Leap (Increase speed for a small time frame, very interchangeable) 

 Solar Purge (Makes character luminous, easier to see) 

 Life Drain (Gives health instead of taking damage once per consumption) 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4.0: Art 
 

4.1: Game Aesthetics 
 
As mentioned briefly, the primary environment for Shrine of the Beast is overgrown 
cavernous terrains, which mix both paths of earth and water that are overrun by ravenous 
plantation. Contrary to the organic palette such a landscape would be associated with; the 
primary colours of the game will be violets, oranges and yellows, the tones of which will 
range from muted to luminous in keeping with the theme of light amidst darkness. To suit the 
desolate atmosphere we are aiming for a hand drawn style akin to other Unity platformers 
such as ‘Ori and the Blind Forest’(Moon Studios, 2015) as oppose to an outright cartoonish 
aesthetic. 

 
 

Stylistically the game environment is inspired by elements of science fiction, ancient cultures 
(particularly Roman Civilization) but also primarily dark fantasy and surrealist landscapes, 
with most areas representing varying extreme forms of caverns and swamps. 
 
The visual display of the game is broken into 3 sections; foreground, middle ground and 
background. Player actions will take place within the middle ground, allowing the other two 
sections to create space and depth. 
 
If possible maybe a secondary middle ground may be added so that the player can switch 
‘lanes’, but the basic concept of a fore and background will remain. The multiple levels of 
Shrine of the Beast will vary to the extent they utilise lighting effects. The premise of the 
game is that each level will increasingly become darker to suit the narrative of a dying vision. 
 
Weather effects that we might possibly use include rain or storm castes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



4.2: Game Title Screen 
 
The menu will only consist of an in game menu which will allow only for exiting the game, and 
switching between its various chapters (which are only unlocked chronologically). For the 
prototype one chapter will be available, but will open up beyond this point in the games 
production.  
 
Credits will be displayed upon the completion of the final chapter amongst the main screen in 
a section entitled: “Additional Content”. 
 
We will also include a small range of options segmented on the main screen and in-game. 
This screen will allow setting changes which include: 
 

 Resolution,  

 Music Volume  

 Key Mapping 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4.3: Assets  

Sprites Animations Audio Particles HUD 

- Playable 
character 
- Temples 
(broken and 
complete) 
- Columns 
(broken and 
complete) 
- Trees 
- Rock 
formations 
- Cave 
formations 
- Shrubs 
- Earth 
- Boulders 
- Rivers 
- Vines 
- Logs 
- Mushrooms 
- Moss 
- Trap 
Mechanisms 
- Walkable 
platforms 
- Decayed 
Bodies 
- Bones 
- Shards 
- Ability Pickups 
- Scrolls 
- Flags 
- Throne 
- Flames 
- Lanterns 
- Posts 
- Shrines 
- Tombstones 

- Idle 
- Sprint 
- Walk 
- Crouch 
- Interact 
- Jump 
- Stumble 
- Death 
- Trap triggers 

- Jump 
- Tiring 
- Movement / 
footsteps (on 
various 
surfaces) 
- Death 
- Music 
(ambient) 
- Item find 
- Fall 
- Echoes 
- Trap triggers 
- Environmental 
Sounds 

- Dust 
- Blood 
- Plantation 
(wild and 
regular) 
- Rocks 
- Smoke 
- Water  
- Fire 
- Waves 
- Mist/fog 

- Item 
collections 
- Text box 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



4.4: Concept Art 
 

 
 

 



 
 

Level Design 
 

 



 
Character Exploration 

 

 

 



 
4.5: Inspiration 

 



 
 
 

 



 
 
 



 
 
 
 



5.0: Game Layout 
 
5.1: Camera Setup 

 
Camera movements will be locked onto the player’s position (x, y co-ordinates) and be fixed 
to the avatar’s preceding movements (including prospective knock-backs). 
 
Potential inclusions to the project would be a simple camera control program, which would 
act to give the player an advance look in each cardinal direction by the use of a key input 
(after release, this would snap back to re-focus on the fixed camera view).  

 
 
5.2: Game Controls 
 
Basic movement patterns will be implemented through applied forces to the player 
character’s rigid-body component, allowing for natural physics based movement with 
acceleration. Movement, left and right will be constrained to a maximum velocity in the x 
plane, whereby force will no longer be applied to the player until the velocity has dropped 
below this value. The maximum velocity will be increased for the duration of any period in 
which the sprint key is held down, returning to normal on release. 
 
Player’s left and right movement will be limited while not standing on a platform via 
recording of each frames negative y velocity and comparison to the previous frames value. If 
the value is lower (The character is travelling faster downwards) then left and right 
movement is limited until the player is again standing on ground. This creates a stronger 
emphasis on jump precision in order to reach goals within the game. 

 
5.3: Player Interactions 
 
Various pickups will be within the game with the player only capable of carrying and utilising 
one at any given time. Each pickup type will carry an ID variable that will update player 
behaviour through a switch statement. For example, a double jump item will record the 
timing on which a jump has occurred and open a window for a mid-air jump to occur, 
boosting the jump height/distance achievable.  
 
Various traps will contain trigger colliders that will trigger their behaviour upon entering the 
collider. This may involve launching of a projectile, opening of a cover and triggering 
movement. 
 
Also, there will be message toggling through-out the game to reinforce lore descriptions and 
other text-based information.  

 
 
 
 



5.4: Technical Specifications  
 

Shrine of the Beast will be utilising the Unity 4.6.3 Engine - a well-established engine with 
ease of access, a large community and powerful multiplatform potential. While there a 
satisfying amount of potential source modifiable scripts within the engine from its in-built 
asset store, most - if not all game behaviour - will be custom written C# scripts, giving the 
greatest flexibility possible. Gameplay elements will be implemented through a character a 
controller script, both defining how the player behaves and interacts with the game’s world.  
 
In addition to these scripts, custom shaders - if time permits - would add a whole new 
dimension to the games aesthetic appeal. Light interactions with shadows or objects, players’ 
ambient glow and the darkening of the world around are all integral aspects within Shrine of 
the Beast and would add a deeper level of player immersion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


